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Executive Summary: A problem has been identified in the random assignment of treatments in an
experimental question module of the 1997 NES Pilot survey instrument. The randomization problem has
been linked to unexpected correlation in sequences of random number calls made within the Surveycraft
computer-assisted interviewing system. The problem does produce an unbalanced distribution of sample
cases to the cells of the factorial experimental design but does not lead to a bias in the interpretation of
the experimental results. Details are provided below. A report that analyzes these items is the 1997
pilot study report, “Black Threat and Christian Fundamentalist Threat: A National Election Study 1997
Pilot Study Report“ by J. Bowers.

A portion of the 1997 NES Pilot questionnaire (section ‘J’) includes a “group threat” factorial
experimental design to study question order and ‘threat level’ treatment effects in a series of items that
explore respondent views and prejudices toward African-Americans and Christian Fundamentalists.
The full design involves 2 question sequence orderings – African-Americans first or Christian
Fundamentalists first; 2 levels of intended “threat” – high and low; and 3 ‘threat domains’: political,
social and economic. The Survey Craft computer assisted interview (CAI) application used an internal
random number generator to determine each subject’s assignment to target group order and threat level
for the questions about each target group. A different Surveycraft function was used to randomize the
order of the three threat domains, once the group and threat level were determined.
The intent of the CAI programming was to randomly assign the group order, threat level by
group and threat domain for each respondent. Complete randomization of choice for each of these three
experimental components is expected to yield equal numbers of cases at each combination of treatment for
the 2 x 2 x 3 factorial design. In practice, due to sampling variability inherent in the randomization
process, the actual counts in each experimental cell will be distributed about the expected sample size for
each experimental cell. Within the Surveycraft CAI questionnaire for the 1997 NES Pilot, the random
assignment of group order and threat level was determined by a call to an internal system random number
generator. Examination of the final sample size distribution across the cells of this experimental question
module suggests significant departures from the equal sample size per cell assumption. Specifically,
there appears to be a problem in the randomization assignment for group order and threat level. Table 1
compares the expected and actual distributions of 1997 NES Pilot sample to experimental cells:
Table 1
1997 NES Pilot Section J Question Experiment.
Expected and Actual Distribution of Respondents to Treatment Categories.
Target Group Order
First Series
African Americans

Christian Fundamentalists
Second series
African Americans

Threat
Level

Expected
Respondents

Actual
Respondents

High
Low

138
138

181
116

High
Low

138
138

53
202

High

138

100

Christian Fundamentalists

Low

138

197

High
Low

138
138

114
141

Through analysis of actual random numbers generated in the course of the 1997 NES Pilot
computer-assisted interviews and communication with the authors of Surveycraft, the randomization
problem has been traced to Surveycraft’s handling of random number seeds in sequential calls of the
random number function. Our review finds that the initial random number draws to determine the target
group for the first question sequence were performed correctly. Observed variation in numbers of cases
assigned at random to the African-American (n=297) and Christian Fundamentalists (n=255) target group
question order are due to sampling error in the random draws of binomial (0,1) indicator variables. Since
the random draws to determine threat level in the first and second question sequences are correlated with
this initial random draw they also are pure random numbers (albeit not independent of the initial draw).
The randomization of the experiment is therefore not affected by the problem—the joint probability that a
respondent receives a particular configuration of experimental treatments is independent of respondent
characteristics or the sample design. Unfortunately, the correlated sequence of random numbers does
affect the balance of the distribution of subjects to the experimental design cells. This will have an
unspecified, but negative effect on the power to detect effects of target group ordering and threat level that
are the object of the factorial experimental design.
The third factor in the experimental design, random ordering of each question representing a
threat domain, was performed by a separate Surveycraft internal function. To the best of our ability to test
the mechanism, this dimension of the experiment appears free of the randomization problem identified for
the group order and threat level experimental conditions.
ISR/SRC has corrected the problem which created this situation, working with Surveycraft
authors to identify programming changes and conventions that now permit independent random number
sequence generation directly within the system. Random numbers to determine assignments to
experimental treatment in question sequences were drawn in advance, tested for independence and
preloaded for use by the interviewing application. These simulations demonstrated that sequences of
independent random assignments to treatments are now functioning within the SRC Surveycraft CATI
system.

